CUE: "Please welcome to the stage...
Isaac Newton!"

J. Mraz-y, \( \frac{d}{dt} = 80 \)

I turn my theories up
I play my proofs out loud

explain the universe in verses gonna do it now
I take equations and re-
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a-rrange em to chord chan-ges to court dan-ge-rous i-deas let me show you how

L'istesso \( \leftarrow \frac{d}{d} \rightarrow \)

Newton here, I got a no-tion not so ra-di-cal; the mo-tion of the hea-ven-ly bo-
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dies is mathematically underlied I'm pie-kin a-part the clock-work on the under side,

figuring out the fundamental principles the ones that guide the planets I'll give you the proof

you may have need of it and when my album drops you can calculate the speed of it!
I'm not a tortured artist. I'm more of a sit-in-the-orchard artist and this guitar is a part of every discovery. Plucking out a tune beneath a tree, I begin to see...
The sun comes up the world goes round the

moon floats over and the apple falls down and why should the physical law

be any different at all? What ever keeps the moon in the sky should make the apple fall
And I saw it then and there

The law of the inverse square a system of the world with an elegant equation at its heart universal gravitation and you start with G That stands for gravity a
constant induced from an apple and a tree; M-One and M-Two are the

ob-jects in the scene now di-vide by the square of the dis-tance be-tween that's it! But

I'm not done; let me take you through the proof Ar-ti-cle One
**DIALOGUE:**
"HOOKE
I'm gonna stop you right there. Uh...that's it? I mean duh. When you say it, like it seems pretty obvious. You get style points, but...you're not REALLY telling me anything I don't already know.

**CUE:**
SOPHIE
Are you kidding me?"

Singer's choice, or $q = 104$

O-kay, so-rry not so-rry but I rea-ly got ta say some-thing

you had it co-ming cause I was-nt go-nna say some-thing til now I've been pre-tty tight lipped
I stayed cool and I stuck to the script but now I got to blow it all

cause you had to go and be a know-it-all don't for a second dare to think you've got it all figured out so many giants in the room no room for doubt! You don't know how much you don't
You don't know how much you don't know

DIALOGUE:
The atomists are right, but there's something even smaller
Protons, neutrons and electrons, but think bigger:
Did you know that the milky way has a hundred billion stars
Some of them a billion times bigger than ours,

And the cosmic radiation from the Big Bang
Is still traveling toward us at the speed of light
And dark matter, which we don't understand at all yet
Makes up most of the universe! You feeling small yet?

The world is
bigger than we can fathom we're smaller than we imagine and it's fine we're in the dark.

most of the time looking for the art in the science and science is the art of not knowing.

science is the art of not knowing you don't know about the
strong force weak force special relativity the periodic table how to harness electricity con-

servation of energy increase in entropy you're

meant to be confused things are fundamentally unknowable meanwhile
space it-self is ex-pan-ding so fast that to grasp it is past un-der-standing so You don't know how much you don't

You don't know how much you don't You don't know how much you don't know but you're

Slower, \( \frac{4}{4} = 80, \text{ accel poco a poco} \)

Mo-cking me think you're cos-mo-lo-gic a-ri-sto-cra-cy there's more things in hea-ven and earth than your phi-lo-sophy
talk about intellectual viscosity for prodigies you're pretty thick with a paucity of curiosity so preposterously pompous that you postulate you've possibly exhausted these hypotheses?
stop pat-tin' your-self on the back and get af-ter a - no-ther prob-lem stare at the sun as you con-tem-
plate the quan-tum state of a co-met or a quark you on-ly see the light if you start in the dark!
You don't know how much you don't You don't know how much you don't
One more time now!
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You don't know how much you don't know
You don't know how much you don't know
You don't know how much you don't know
You don't know how much you don't know
You don't know how much you don't know
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You don't know how much you don't know how much you don't know how much you don't know you don't know how much you don't know how much you don't know how much you don't know you don't know how much you don't know how much you don't know
You don't know how much you don't know!
You don't know how much you don't know!